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Conducting punchThis paper investigates the two-dimensional frictionless contact problem of a functionally graded
magneto-electro-elastic materials (FGMEEMs) layered half-plane under a rigid ﬂat or a cylindrical punch.
It is assumed that the punch is a perfect electro-magnetic conductor with a constant electric potential
and a constant magnetic potential. The magneto-electro-elastic (MEE) properties of the FGMEEM layer
vary exponentially along the thickness direction. Using the Fourier transform technique, the contact
problem can be reduced to Cauchy singular integral equations, which are then solved numerically to
determine the normal contact stress, electric displacement and magnetic induction on the contact sur-
face. Numerical results show that the gradient index, punch geometry and magneto-electro-mechanical
loads have a signiﬁcant effect on the contact behavior of FGMEEMs.
 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Piezoelectric materials, piezomagnetic materials and magneto-
electro-elastic materials (MEEMs) consisting of piezoelectric phase
and piezomagnetic phase have been widely used in lots of high
technology applications, such as actuators, sensors, electronic
memory devices and electronic instrumentations, due to the cou-
pling effects of these materials between mechanical, electric and/
or magnetic ﬁelds (Spaldin and Fiebig, 2005; Nan et al., 2008).
Because of their great potential in smart materials and structures,
many studies and analyses have emerged to consider the MEE
coupling characteristics of MEEMs (Harshe et al., 1993; Huang
and Kuo, 1997; Chen et al., 2002), Green’s function (Pan, 2002;
Wang and Shen, 2002; Hou et al., 2005), fracture (Feng et al.,
2007; Zhong and Li, 2008; Wang et al., 2010), bending (Pan and
Heyliger, 2003; Dai and Wang, 2006), vibration (Bhangale and
Ganesan, 2005; Chen et al., 2006) and wave propagation (Chen
et al., 2007; Calas et al., 2008). It should be pointed out that devices
made of piezoelectric materials, piezomagnetic materials and
MEEMs subjected to a large localized load exerted by a rigid body
may suffer from the surface contact damage or produce micro-
cracks in the areas where highly concentrations of the contact
stress, electric displacement and magnetic induction take place.
Therefore, contact problems are much important in characterizing
the mechanical, electric and/or magnetic properties of smartmaterials and structures. Up to date, a lot of researches on the con-
tact mechanics of piezoelectric materials, piezomagnetic materials
and MEEMs have been conducted, which will be reviewed brieﬂy.
1.1. Contact problem of piezoelectric materials
With the development of piezoelectric ceramics in various engi-
neering applications, some typical piezoelectric contact and inden-
tation problems have been conducted. Giannakopoulos and Suresh
(1999) presented an analytical general solution for the axisymmet-
ric frictionless contact problem of the transversely isotropic piezo-
electric solids subjected to rigid ﬂat, conical and spherical
indenters using the Hankel transform method. Chen (2000) inves-
tigated the contact problem of a rigid punch bonded to a trans-
versely isotropic piezoelectric half-space using the potential
theory method developed to derive the elementary potential func-
tions and the exact 3D expressions of electro-elastic ﬁelds. Li and
Wang (2006) discussed the Hertzian contact problem for two
anisotropic piezoelectric bodies using the Fourier transform
method. The generalized displacements, strains and stresses at
an arbitrary point were also given by contour integrals. Wang
and Han (2006) andWang et al. (2008) solved the two-dimensional
and axisymmetric contact problems of the insulting or conducting
circular punches on a piezoelectric layer or a half-space. Effects
of the thickness of the piezoelectric layer on the stress and
electric displacement, and their intensity factors at the punch tip
were discussed in detail. Arty et al. (2009) considered a piezo-
electric half-space indented by a frictional sliding ﬂat punch.
Nomenclature
ckl elastic constants, ðk ¼ 1;3;4; l ¼ 1;3;4;5Þ
ekl piezoelectric constants, ðk ¼ 1;3;4; l ¼ 1;3;4;5Þ
hkl piezomagnetic constants, ðk ¼ 1;3;4; l ¼ 1;3;4;5Þ
dkl electromagnetic constants, ðk; l ¼ 1;3Þ
ekl dielectric permittivities, ðk; l ¼ 1;3Þ
lkl magnetic permittivities, ðk; l ¼ 1;3Þ
ux;uz displacement components
/;w electric potential and magnetic potential
rxx;rzz;rxz stress components
Dx;Dz electric displacement components
Bx;Bz magnetic induction components
P resultant normal force
Q total electric charge
C total magnetic induction
pðxÞ normal contact pressure
qðxÞ surface electric charge
gðxÞ surface magnetic induction
s Fourier transform variable
h thickness of the layer
a length of the contact region
R radius of the cylindrical punch
b material property gradient
N total number of the discrete points
Subscripts i, j i = 1,2,3,4; j = 1,2, ... ,8
Subscripts a, c a = 2,3,4; c = 1,3,4
Subscripts m, n, r m = 1,2, ...,N; n = 1,2,..., N  1; r = 1,2, ...,N + 1
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cylindrical punch acting on the transversely isotropic piezoelectric
half-space. They used the generalized JKR-model to describe the
adhesion effect by assuming the non-sliping condition within the
contact region. Wang et al. (2011) considered the indentation
responses of a piezoelectric ﬁlm on the elastic substrate, and dis-
cussed the effect of the Young’s modulus and the Poisson’s ratio
of the substrate on the electro-elastic ﬁelds. Furthermore, Zhou
and Lee (2011) investigated the thermal contact problem between
the rigid insulting punch and the piezoelectric strip with the heat
supply generated by the frictional tangential traction. They later
presented a general theory for the moving contact behaviors of
anisotropic piezoelectric materials under the action of a rigid ﬂat
or cylindrical punch (Zhou and Lee, 2012a). It was assumed that
the punch was either a perfectly electric conductor or a perfectly
electric insulator.
1.2. Contact problem of piezomagnetic materials
Researches on the contact problem of piezomagnetic materials
remained few so far. Giannakopoulos and Parmaklis (2007) exam-
ined the frictionless axisymmetric contact of the piezomagnetic
half-space indented by a rigid insulating ﬂat punch. Their analysis
gave explicit results regarding the force-depth and the force-mag-
netic ﬂux density responses. Zhou and Lee (2012b) presented the
two-dimensional frictionless contact problem of the piezomagnet-
ic half-plane under the rigid insulating punches with a constant
moving speed. Later, Zhou and Kim (2013) considered the frictional
moving contact of piezomagnetic materials indented by a ﬂat or
cylindrical punch. They discussed the effects of the friction coefﬁ-
cient and moving speed of the punch on various surface stresses
and magnetic induction.
1.3. Contact problem of MEEMs
Hou et al. (2003) presented the elliptical Hertzian contact of
transversely isotropic MEEM bodies, and obtained the exact gen-
eral solutions of MEEM ﬁelds for both smooth and frictional cases.
Chen et al. (2009) dealt with the axisymmetric contact between a
rigid punch and a multiferroic half-space. The punch could be ﬂat,
spherical or conical with four different boundary conditions, i.e.,
electrically and magnetically conducting, electrically conducting
and magnetically insulating, electrically insulating and magneti-
cally conducting, electrically and magnetically insulating. Zhou
and Lee (2012c,d) analytically and numerically studied the two-
dimensional frictionless contact behavior of the MEEM half-plane
indented by a sliding rigid ﬂat or cylindrical punch with different
boundary conditions. The closed-form expressions for the contactstresses, electric displacements and magnetic inductions were
given in terms of fundamental functions. They also conducted
the frictional indentation problem of the multiferroic half-plane
under a rigid sliding punch (Zhou and Lee, 2013). More recently,
Elloumi et al. (2013) presented an exact solution for the sliding
frictional contact problem between anMEEM half-plane and a rigid
conducting ﬂat punch subjected to magneto-electro-mechanical
loads.
Functionally graded materials (FGMs) are inhomogeneous com-
posites whose material properties varying continuously along one
or several particular directions. This kind of materials can elimi-
nate or alleviate the interface problems in homogeneous compos-
ites. In recent years, the contact mechanics of FGMs has received
considerable attention (Guler and Erdogan, 2004, 2006, 2007; Ke
and Wang, 2006, 2007; Choi, 2009). Many experimental and theo-
retical results have shown that a properly controlled material
property gradient in the FGMs can lead to a signiﬁcant improve-
ment in the resistance to contact deformation and damage
(Giannakopoulos and Suresh, 1997a,b; Suresh, 2001). Recently,
Ke and his co-authors (2008a,b, 2010) extended the contact
mechanics of FGMs to functionally graded piezoelectric materials
(FGPMs). They discussed the frictionless and sliding frictional con-
tact behaviors of FGPMs layered half-plane under a rigid insulating
or conducting punch. Their results showed that the electro-
mechanical contact damage can be resisted by adjusting the gradi-
ent index of the FGPM layer. To the best of authors’ knowledge, no
results were reported on the contact mechanics of the functionally
graded magneto-electro-elastic materials (FGMEEMs).
This paper investigates the two-dimensional frictionless contact
problem of the FGMEEM layered half-plane under a perfectly rigid
conducting punch with constant electric and magnetic potentials.
With the help of the Fourier transform technique, the problem
can be reduced to Cauchy type singular integral equations of the
1st kind, which are then solved numerically to determine the
unknown contact stress, electric displacement and magnetic
induction. A comprehensive parametric study is conducted to
highlight the effects of the gradient index, punch geometry and
magneto-electro-mechanical loads on the contact behavior of the
FGMEEM layered half-plane.
2. Punch problem for an FGMEEM layered half-plane
Consider the contact problem shown in Fig. 1 where a rigid
punch acts on the top surface of the FGMEEM layer with the thick-
ness h perfectly bonded to a homogeneous MEEM half-plane with
the polarization in the thickness direction. The punch is subjected
to a resultant normal force P, a total electric charge Q and a total
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Fig. 1. Frictionless contact between an FGMEEM layered half-plane and a rigid
conducting punch.
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points upwards. To avoid the interfacial stress concentration due to
the property mismatch, the material properties should achieve a
continuous change and the elastic constants cklðzÞ, the electric con-
stants eklðzÞ and eklðzÞ, the magnetic constants hklðzÞ, dklðzÞ and
lklðzÞ of the FGMEEM layer are designed to vary exponentially
along the thickness direction as
cklðzÞ; eklðzÞ;hklðzÞ; eklðzÞ; dklðzÞ;lklðzÞ
 
¼ ckl0; ekl0; hkl0; ekl0;dkl0;lkl0
 
ebz; 0 < z 6 h; ð1Þ
where ckl0, ekl0, ekl0, hkl0, dkl0 and lkl0 are the MEE properties of both
FGMEEM layer and homogeneous MEEM half-plane at the interface
z ¼ 0; the value of b characterizes the material property gradient in
the z-direction; and b ¼ 0 corresponds to the special case where the
upper layer is homogeneous as well.
It is assumed that the rigid punch is a perfect electro-magnetic
conductor with a constant electric potential /c and a constant
magnetic potential wc within the contact region a 6 x 6 a. The
normal displacement component is known from the given punch
proﬁle within the contact region whereas the surface contact pres-
sure, electric displacement and magnetic induction are zero out-
side the contact region. Let pðxÞ, qðxÞ and gðxÞ be the normal
contact pressure, surface electric charge and surface magnetic
induction within the contact region, respectively.
2.1. General solutions for the FGMEEM layer
The linear constitutive equations for a transversely isotropic
FGMEEM layer under the plane strain state can be expressed in
terms of the displacement components ux1, uz1, electric potential
/1 and magnetic potential w1 as



































































where rxx1, rzz1, rxz1, Dx1, Dz1, Bx1 and Bz1 are the stress, electric dis-
placement and magnetic induction components, respectively; and
the FGMEEM layer is denoted by the subscript ‘‘1’’.
The equilibrium equations and Maxwell’s equations in the











































































































































Applying the Fourier integral transform to Eqs. (13)–(16) with
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. The transformed displacement compo-
nents, electric potential and magnetic potential can be assumed as









where Aj, ajðsÞ, bjðsÞ and cjðsÞ and (j ¼ 1;2; . . . ;8) are unknowns to be
determined; and nj are the eight roots of the following characteris-
tic equation
det½Gðs;nÞ ¼ 0; ð22Þ
with½G ¼
s2c110 þ n2c440 þ bnc440 isnðc130 þ c440Þ þ ibsc440 isnðe310 þ e150Þ þ ibse150 isnðh310 þ h150Þ þ ibsh150
isnðc130 þ c440Þ þ ibsc130 s2c440 þ n2c330 þ bnc330 s2e150 þ n2e330 þ bne330 s2h150 þ n2h330 þ bnh330
isnðe310 þ e150Þ þ ibse310 s2e150 þ n2e330 þ bne330 s2e110  n2e330  bne330 s2d110  n2d330  bnd330




7775: ð23ÞThe characteristic equation (22) may be written in the form of
R8n8 þ R7n7 þ R6n6 þ R5n5 þ R4n4 þ R3n3 þ R2n2 þ R1nþ R0 ¼ 0;
ð24Þ
where R0; . . . ;R8 are given in Appendix A; and ajðsÞ, bjðsÞ and cjðsÞ
can be determined by
ajðsÞ ¼ 1Ga ðG14G23G31  G13G24G31  G14G21G33 þ G11G24G33
þ G13G21G34  G11G23G34Þ; ð25Þ
bjðsÞ ¼ 1Ga ðG14G22G31 þ G12G24G31 þ G14G21G32  G11G24G32
 G12G21G34 þ G11G22G34Þ; ð26Þ
cjðsÞ ¼ 1Ga ðG13G22G31  G12G23G31  G13G21G32 þ G11G23G32
þ G12G21G33  G11G22G33Þ; ð27Þ
with
Ga ¼ G14G23G32 þ G13G24G32 þ G14G22G33  G12G24G33
 G13G22G34 þ G12G23G34:½G ¼
s2c110 þm2c440 ismðc130 þ c440Þ ismðe310 þ e150Þ ismðh310 þ h150Þ
ismðc130 þ c440Þ s2c440 þm2c330 s2e150 þm2e330 s2h150 þm2h330
ismðe310 þ e150Þ s2e150 þm2e330 s2e110 m2e330 s2d110 m2d330




7775: ð31ÞThe transformed displacement components, stress components,
electric potential, electric displacement, magnetic potential and
magnetic induction of the FGMEEM layer can be represented in
the matrix form as





fAg ¼ fA1;A2;A3;A4;A5;A6;A7;A8gT;fT1ðs; zÞg ¼ fTa1jðs; zÞ; Ta2jðs; zÞ; Ta3jðs; zÞ; Ta4jðs; zÞ; Ta5jðs; zÞ; Ta6jðs; zÞ;
Ta7jðs; zÞ; Ta8jðs; zÞgT;
Ta1jðs; zÞ ¼ enjz; Ta2jðs; zÞ ¼ ajðsÞenjz; Ta3jðs; zÞ ¼ bjðsÞenjz;
Ta4jðs; zÞ ¼ cjðsÞenjz;
Ta5jðs; zÞ ¼ ½isc130 þ njc330ajðsÞ þ nje330bjðsÞ þ njh330cjðsÞeðbþnjÞz;
Ta6jðs; zÞ ¼ ½isc440ajðsÞ þ njc440 þ ise150bjðsÞ þ ish150cjðsÞeðbþnjÞz;
Ta7jðs; zÞ ¼ ½ise310 þ nje330ajðsÞ  nje330bjðsÞ  njd330cjðsÞeðbþnjÞz;Ta8jðs; zÞ ¼ ½ish310 þ njh330ajðsÞ  njd330bijðsÞ  njl330cjðsÞeðbþnjÞz;
ðj ¼ 1;2; . . . ;8Þ:2.2. General solutions for the MEEM half-plane
For the homogeneous MEEM half-plane (z < 0), we can use the
similar process as presented in Section 2.1 to obtain the trans-
formed displacement components, electric potential and magnetic
potential, which satisfy the conditions at inﬁnity: ux;uz;/;w! 0 asﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2 þ z2p !1. Then, we have





1; diðsÞ; eiðsÞ;f iðsÞ
 
Yiemiz; ð29Þ
where the subscript ‘‘2’’ indicates the MEEM half-plane; Yi, diðsÞ,
eiðsÞ and f iðsÞ ði ¼ 1;2;3;4Þ are unknowns; and mk are the four
roots with the positive real parts of the following characteristic
equation
det½Gðs;mÞ ¼ 0; ð30Þ
withIn Eq. (29), diðsÞ, eiðsÞ and f iðsÞ can be determined by
diðsÞ ¼ 1Gb ðG14G23G31  G13G24G31  G14G21G33 þ G11G24G33
þ G13G21G34  G11G23G34Þ; ð32Þ
eiðsÞ ¼ 1Gb ðG14G22G31 þ G12G24G31 þ G14G21G32  G11G24G32
 G12G21G34 þ G11G22G34Þ; ð33Þ
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þ G12G21G33  G11G22G33Þ; ð34Þ
where
Gb ¼ G14G23G32 þ G13G24G32 þ G14G22G33  G12G24G33
 G13G22G34 þ G12G23G34:
The transformed displacement components, stress components,
electric potential, electric displacement, magnetic potential and
magnetic induction of the homogeneous MEEM half-plane can also
be represented in the matrix form as
~ux2ðs; zÞ; ~uz2ðs; zÞ; ~u2ðs; zÞ; ~w2ðs; zÞ; ~rzz2ðs; zÞ; ~rxz2ðs; zÞ;
n
~Dz2ðs; zÞ; ~Bz2ðs; zÞ
oT
¼ ½T2ðs; zÞfYg; ð35Þ
where
fYg ¼ fY1;Y2;Y3;Y4gT;
fT2ðs; zÞg ¼ Tb1iðs; zÞ; Tb2iðs; zÞ; Tb3iðs; zÞ; Tb4iðs; zÞ; Tb5iðs; zÞ;
n
Tb6iðs; zÞ; Tb7iðs; zÞ; Tb8iðs; zÞ
oT
;
Tb1iðs; zÞ ¼ emiz; Tb2iðs; zÞ ¼ diðsÞemiz; Tb3iðs; zÞ ¼ eiðsÞemiz;
Tb4iðs; zÞ ¼ f iðsÞemiz;
Tb5iðs; zÞ ¼ ½isc130 þmic330diðsÞ þmie330ekðsÞ þmih330f iðsÞemiz;
Tb6iðs; zÞ ¼ ½isc440diðsÞ þmic440 þ ise150eiðsÞ þ ish150f iðsÞemiz;
Tb7iðs; zÞ ¼ ½ise310 þmie330diðsÞ mie330eiðsÞ mid330f iðsÞemiz;
Tb8iðs; zÞ ¼ ½ish310 þmih330diðsÞ mid330eiðsÞ mil330f iðsÞemiz;
ði ¼ 1; . . . ;4Þ:2.3. Boundary conditions and singular integral equations
The unknown functions Aj (j ¼ 1;2; . . . ;8) and Yi ði ¼ 1;2;3;4Þ
in Eqs. (21) and (29) can be determined from the following bound-
ary conditions at the top surface z = h
rzz1ðx;hÞ ¼
pðxÞ; a 6 x 6 a;
0; jxj > a;
(
ð36Þ
rxz1ðx; hÞ ¼ 0; 1 < x <1; ð37Þ
Dz1ðx;hÞ ¼
qðxÞ; a 6 x 6 a;




gðxÞ; a 6 x 6 a;
0; jxj > a;
	
ð39Þ
and the following interfacial continuity conditions at z = 0
ux1ðx;0Þ ¼ ux2ðx;0Þ; uz1ðx; 0Þ ¼ uz2ðx;0Þ; ð40Þ
rzz1ðx;0Þ ¼ rzz2ðx;0Þ; rxz1ðx;0Þ ¼ rxz2ðx; 0Þ; ð41Þ
Dz1ðx;0Þ ¼ Dz2ðx;0Þ; u1ðx;0Þ ¼ u2ðx; 0Þ; ð42Þ
Bz1ðx;0Þ ¼ Bz2ðx;0Þ; w1ðx; 0Þ ¼ w2ðx;0Þ: ð43ÞIn the transformed domain, the above boundary conditions can
be expressed as
½H1½T1ðs; hÞfAg ¼ f~pðsÞ;0;~qðsÞ;~gðsÞgT; ð44Þ
½T1ðs;0ÞfAg ¼ ½T2ðs;0ÞfYg; ð45Þ
where
½H1 ¼
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0





With the help of Eqs. (28) and (35), we can obtain the expres-
sions of fAg and fYg in terms of f~pðsÞ;0;~qðsÞ;~gðsÞgT as
fAg ¼ ½V ½Vn1f~pðsÞ;0;~qðsÞ;~gðsÞgT; ð46Þ
fYg ¼ ½Vn1f~pðsÞ;0;~qðsÞ;~gðsÞgT; ð47Þ
where
½V  ¼ ½T1ðs;0Þ1½T2ðs;0Þ; ½Vn ¼ ½H1½T1ðs;hÞ½V :
Substituting Eq. (46) into Eq. (28) and then taking the inverse
Fourier transform, we have







where ½M is a 8 4 matrix deﬁned by
½Mðs; zÞ ¼ ½T1ðs; zÞ½V ½Vn1:
Extracting the displacement components, electric potential and








½Fðs; hÞ ¼ ½H2½Mðs;hÞ; ½H2 ¼
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0





The above inﬁnite integral is divergent because the integrand does
not vanish as the transform variable s! 1. If we consider the




































together with its parity properties,
f11ðsÞ ¼ f11ðsÞ; f 12ðsÞ ¼ f12ðsÞ; f 13ðsÞ ¼ f13ðsÞ;
f 14ðsÞ ¼ f14ðsÞ; ð51Þ
fa1ðsÞ ¼ fa1ðsÞ; f a2ðsÞ ¼ fa2ðsÞ; f a3ðsÞ ¼ fa3ðsÞ;
f a4ðsÞ ¼ fa4ðsÞ; ða ¼ 2;3;4Þ; ð52Þ
the displacement components, electric potential and magnetic
potential at the surface, involving the logarithmic singularity, can
be obtained as










f½F1ðs; hÞ  ½Pðs;hÞgf~pðsÞ; 0;~qðsÞ;~gðsÞgTds; ð53Þ
where
Pðs;hÞ½  ¼ 1
s
f111i sinðsxÞ f112 cosðsxÞ f113i sinðsxÞ f114i sinðsxÞ
f121 cosðsxÞ f122i sinðsxÞ f123 cosðsxÞ f124 cosðsxÞ
f131 cosðsxÞ f132i sinðsxÞ f133 cosðsxÞ f134 cosðsxÞ






F11i sinðsxÞ F12 cosðsxÞ F13i sinðsxÞ F14i sinðsxÞ
F21 cosðsxÞ F22i sinðsxÞ F23 cosðsxÞ F24 cosðsxÞ
F31 cosðsxÞ F32i sinðsxÞ F33 cosðsxÞ F34 cosðsxÞ





With the help of the Fourier representation of generalized func-
tions (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 2000; Choi and Paulino, 2008)Z 1
0




cos½sðx tÞds ¼ pdðx tÞ; ð54Þ
substitution of Eqs. (50)–(52) into Eq. (53) and differentiation of Eq.
(53) with respect to x yield
@ux1ðx;hÞ
@x






pðtÞK11ðx; tÞdt  1p
Z a
a

















































































































cos sðx tÞ½ 
n o
ds; ðc ¼ 1;3;4Þ;





sin sðx tÞ½ 
n o
ds; ða ¼ 2;3;4Þ:
Eqs. (55)–(58) are the coupled Cauchy singular integral equa-
tions of the 1st kind for the unknown surface contact pressurepðtÞ, electric charge qðtÞ and magnetic induction gðtÞ provided that
the proﬁle, electric potential and magnetic potential of the punch
are prescribed. Kacðx; tÞ are the generalized Fredholm integral ker-
nel without the singularity.
Note that the resultant force P, total electric charge Q and total
magnetic induction C related with pðtÞ, qðtÞ and gðtÞ are given asZ a
a
pðtÞdt ¼ P; ð59Þ
Z a
a
qðtÞdt ¼ Q ; ð60Þ
Z a
a
gðtÞdt ¼ C: ð61Þ
Introducing the following normalized quantities
t ¼ ag; x ¼ af; a 6 ðt; xÞ 6 a; 1 6 ðg; fÞ 6 1;






















































































































These equations will be solved numerically to ﬁnd the surface
contact pressure, electric charge and magnetic induction in the
next section for two subset problems.
3. Examples
3.1. A conducting rigid ﬂat punch
We ﬁrst consider the frictionless contact between an FGMEEM
layered half-plane and a rigid conducting ﬂat punch as shown in
Fig. 2a. Because the indentation depth, the electric potential and
the magnetic potential within the contact region are constant,
we have
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@f
¼ 0; @u1ðf; hÞ
@f
¼ 0; @w1ðf; hÞ
@f
¼ 0: ð68Þ
For a ﬂat punch with a constant electric potential and a constant
magnetic potential, the normal contact pressure pðgÞ, electric
charge distribution qðgÞ and magnetic induction distribution gðgÞ
exhibit the square root singularity at the ends g ¼ 1
(Giannakopoulos and Suresh, 1999; Zhou and Lee, 2012c). Taking
account of Eq. (68), Eqs. (62)–(67) can be solved numerically by
the method developed by Erdogan and Gupta (1975). Express
pðgÞ, qðgÞ and gðgÞ in the form of
pðgÞ ¼ f1ðgÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 g2
p ; qðgÞ ¼ f2ðgÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 g2
p ; gðgÞ ¼ f3ðgÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 g2
p ; ð69Þ

























































































; ð73ÞFig. 2. Frictionless contact of an FGMEEM layered half-plane under a rigid
















where gm ¼ cos½ð2m 1Þp=2=N; fn ¼ cos½pn=N with n ¼ 1;2; . . . ;
N  1; and N is the total number of the collocation points
distributed over the range ð1;1Þ. Eqs. (70)–(75) provide 3N
equations from which 3N unknowns f1ðg1Þ; f1ðg2Þ; . . . , f1ðgNÞ, f2ðg1Þ,
f2ðg2Þ, . . . , f2ðgNÞ, f3ðg1Þ, f3ðg2Þ, . . . , f3ðgNÞ can be determined.
3.2. A conducting rigid cylindrical punch
A cylindrical punch with the radius R is often approximated as a
parabolic punch with the same radius of the curvature at the cen-
ter of the contact region, as shown in Fig. 2b. Then, the punch pro-
ﬁle with the maximum indentation depth d0 at f ¼ 0 can be given
by




Therefore, for a cylindrical punch with a constant electric








¼ 0; @w1ðf; hÞ
@f
¼ 0: ð77Þ
In this case, the contact pressure pðgÞ is smooth at both ends
g ¼ 1, while the electric charge and magnetic induction are
divided into two parts, respectively,
qðgÞ ¼ q1ðgÞ þ q2ðgÞ; gðgÞ ¼ g1ðgÞ þ g2ðgÞ; ð78Þ
where q1ðgÞ and g1ðgÞ are induced by the normal load P, and are
smooth at the ends g ¼ 1; q2ðgÞ and g2ðgÞ are induced by the con-
stant electric potential /c and the constant magnetic potential wc ,
and have the square root singularity at both ends (Zhou and Lee,































































































































































where Q1 and C1 are the electric charge and the magnetic induction
due to the normal load P, respectively.























































































































where gm ¼ cos½mp=ðN þ 1Þ; and fr ¼ cos½pð2r  1Þ=2=ðN þ 1Þ
with r ¼ 1;2; . . . ;N þ 1. Eqs. (90)–(95) give 3N þ 6 equations for
3N þ 3 unknowns f1ðg1Þ, f1ðg2Þ; . . . , f1ðgNÞ; f2ðg1Þ, f2ðg2Þ, . . . , f2ðgNÞ,
f3ðg1Þ; f3ðg2Þ; . . . , f3ðgNÞ; Q1, C1 and a. To solve these equations, Nis selected to be an even integer and the equations corresponding
to r ¼ N=2þ 1 are ignored (Erdogan and Gupta, 1975). It has to be
pointed out that the solution for the cylindrical punch just obtained
could automatically satisfy the consistency condition given by
Muskhelishvili (1953).




p ; g2ðgÞ ¼ f5ðgÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ1 g2p ; ð96Þ



































where gm ¼ cos½ð2m 1Þp=2=N; and fr ¼ cos½pn=N with n ¼ 1;
2; . . . ;N  1. Eqs. (97)–(100) provide 2N equations from which 2N
unknowns f4ðg1Þ; f4ðg2Þ; . . ., f4ðgNÞ; f5ðg1Þ, f5ðg2Þ, . . ., f5ðgNÞ can be
determined.
3.3. In-plane stress, electric displacement and magnetic induction
For both ﬂat punch and cylindrical punch, once the normal con-
tact stress rzz0 ¼ pðgÞ, electric displacement Dz0 ¼ qðgÞ and
magnetic induction Bz0 ¼ gðgÞ have been obtained, the in-plane
stress rxx0, in-plane electric displacement Dx0 and in-plane mag-
netic induction Bx0 on the top surface of the FGMEEM layered
half-plane can be written as
rxx0ðf; hÞ ¼ ðD10 þ if111D40ebhÞpðfÞ  ðD20 þ if113D40ebhÞqðfÞ
















; ð101ÞDx0ðf; hÞ ¼ e150c440 rxzðf;hÞ  e
















Bx0ðf;hÞ ¼ h150c440 rxzðf;hÞ  e























































Material properties of BaTiO3  CoFe2O4 composite materials.
c11 ðGPaÞ c13 ðGPaÞ c33 ðGPaÞ c44 ðGPaÞ e31 ðC=m2Þ e33 ðC=m2Þ e15 ðC=m2Þ e11 ð1010C=V mÞ
226 124 216 44 -2.2 9.3 5.8 56.4
e33 ð1010 C=V mÞ h31 ðN=AmÞ h33 ðN=AmÞ h15 ðN=AmÞ l11 ð104 Ns2=C2Þ l33 ð104 Ns2=C2Þ d11 ð1012 Ns=VCÞ d33 ð1012 Ns=VCÞ
63.5 290.2 350 275 2.97 0.835 5.367 2737.5
(a)






























































D ¼ c330d2330 þ 2d330e330h330  e2330l330  ðh2330 þ c330l330Þe330;
D1 ¼ ½c130d2330 þ d330e330h310 þ d330e310h330  e310e330l330
 ðh310h330 þ c130l330Þe330=D;
D2 ¼ ½h330ðc130d330  e330h310 þ e310h330Þ  c130e330l330
 c330ðd330h310  e310l330Þ=D;
D3 ¼ ½e330ðc130d330 þ e330h310  e310h330Þ  c130h330e330
þ c330ðd330e310 þ h310e330Þ=D;
D4 ¼ c110 þ fðe330h310  e310h330Þ2  c330ð2d330e310h310
þ e2310l330 þ h2310e330Þ þ 2c130½d330ðe330h310 þ e310h330Þ
þ e310e330l330 þ h310h330e330 þ c2130ðd2330 þ l330e330Þg=D:(b)
(c)








Zhou and Lee (2012c)


















Zhou and Lee (2012c)
Fig. 3. Contact of a rigid conducting cylindrical punch on a homogeneous MEEM
half-plane: (a) contact stress; (b) electric displacement; and (c) magnetic induction.4. Numerical results and discussion
In what follows, we assume that the homogeneous MEEM half-
plane is made of BaTiO3  CoFe2O4 composites that consist of pie-
zoelectric phase BaTiO3 and piezomagnetic phase CoFe2O4, whose
MEE properties are listed in Table 1 (Zhou and Lee, 2013). The
material properties of the FGMEEM layer vary exponentially as
described in Eq. (1) so that the homogeneous MEEM half-plane
and the FGMEEM layer have the same material properties at the
interface z ¼ 0. The exponential parameter bh is chosen to be the
gradient index, and bh ¼ 0 corresponds to a homogeneous MEEM
layer. Unless otherwise stated, the thickness of the FGMEEM layer
h ¼ 0:01 m, the radius of the cylindrical punch R ¼ 0:08 m and the
half-length of the ﬂat punch a ¼ 0:01 m. A numerical research is
conducted to investigate the effects of the gradient index, punch
geometry and magneto-electro-mechanical loads on the friction-
less contact behavior of the FGMEEM layered half-plane under
the rigid conducting punch. In order to make the paper less
tedious, we use ‘‘the normal surface MEE ﬁelds’’ to stand for ‘‘the
normal contact stress, electric displacement and magnetic
induction’’.
As we discussed above, the present problem can be reduced to
the frictionless contact between a homogeneous MEEM half-plane
and a rigid conducting punch by setting bh ¼ 0. Fig. 3 presents the
normal surface MEE ﬁelds of the homogeneous MEEM half-plane
subjected to the rigid conducting cylindrical punch. The analytical
solutions obtained by Zhou and Lee (2012c) are also plotted in
Fig. 3 for a direct comparison. It is seen that a very good agreement
2800 J. Ma et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 51 (2014) 2791–2806is achieved between the present results and the analytical
solutions.
Figs. 4 and 5 plot the effect of the gradient index bh on the nor-
mal surface MEE ﬁelds of the FGMEEM layered half-plane under
the ﬂat punch and the cylindrical punch, respectively. For the ﬂat
punch, the normal surface MEE ﬁelds show a typical square root
singularity at both ends x ¼ a. For the cylindrical punch, the  (a) 
   (b) 
   (c) 































































Fig. 4. Effect of the gradient index bh on the contact stress (a); electric displace-
ment (b); and magnetic induction (c) under the ﬂat punch with P = 1 KN/m,
Q = 106 C/m and C = 104 N/A.electric displacement and magnetic induction are singular at the
edge of the contact region whereas the contact stress is smooth.
With the increase of the gradient index bh from 0.2 to 0.2, the
absolute values of the normal surface MEE ﬁelds produced by
the ﬂat punch increase near the two ends where concentration in
the normal surface MEE ﬁelds takes place. For the case of the
cylindrical punch, the absolute values of the normal surface MEE       (a) 
         (b) 
         (c) 






























































Fig. 5. Effect of the gradient index bh on the contact stress (a); electric displace-
ment (b); and magnetic induction (c) under the cylindrical punch with P = 1 KN/m,
Q = 2  107 C/m and C = 105 N/A.
J. Ma et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 51 (2014) 2791–2806 2801ﬁelds increase with the increase of the gradient index bh at the
center of the contact region. These results imply that we can alter
the distribution of the normal surface MEE ﬁelds and therefore
modiﬁed the MEE contact damage by adjusting the gradient index
of FGMEEMs.
Figs. 6 and 7 discuss the effect of the mechanical load P on the
normal surface MEE ﬁelds of the FGMEEM layered half-plane under
the ﬂat punch and the cylindrical punch, respectively. It is seen   (a) 
   (b) 
       (c) 












Q = 10-6 C/m
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Fig. 6. Effect of the mechanical load P on the contact stress (a); electric
displacement (b); and magnetic induction (c) under the ﬂat punch with bh = 0.2,
P0 = 1 KN/m, Q = 106 C/m and C = 104 N/A.from the Fig. 6 that for the given electric and magnetic loads, the
varying mechanical load P has no effect on the electric displace-
ment and slight effect on the magnetic induction but rather signif-
icant effect on the contact stress. As expected, an increase of P
leads to the increase of the absolute value of the contact stress.
As illustrated in Fig. 7, one can see that the normal surface MEE
ﬁelds on the top surface are signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced by varying
the mechanical load P. When the electric and magnetic loads are      (a) 
 (b) 
       (c) 
















×Q = 2   10-7 C/m
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Fig. 7. Effect of the mechanical load P on the contact stress (a); electric
displacement (b); and magnetic induction (c) under the cylindrical punch with
bh = 0.2, P0 = 1 KN/m, Q = 2  107 C/m and C = 105 N/A.
2802 J. Ma et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 51 (2014) 2791–2806ﬁxed as Q ¼ 2 107 C=m and C ¼ 105 N=A, respectively, an
increase in the mechanical load P leads to the increase of the abso-
lute value of the contact stress in the whole contact region, but the
absolute values of the electric displacement and magnetic induc-
tion decrease.
Figs. 8 and 9 show the effect of the electric load Q on the normal
surface MEE ﬁelds of the FGMEEM layered half-plane under the ﬂat
punch and the cylindrical punch, respectively. For the given   (a) 
   (b) 
      (c) 



































































Fig. 8. Effect of the electric load Q on the contact stress (a); electric displacement
(b); and magnetic induction (c) under the ﬂat punch with bh = 0.2, Q0 = 106 C/m,
P = 1 KN/m and C = 104 N/A.mechanical and magnetic loads, the electric load Q has a minor
effect on the contact stress and magnetic induction but rather
signiﬁcant effect on the electric displacement. With the increase
of Q , the absolute value of the electric displacement increases
signiﬁcantly.
The inﬂuence of the magnetic load C on the normal surface MEE
ﬁelds of the FGMEEM layered half-plane under the ﬂat punch and
the cylindrical punch are plotted in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively.   (a) 
   (b) 
   (c) 
































































Fig. 9. Effect of the electric load Q on the contact stress (a); electric displacement
(b); and magnetic induction (c) under the cylindrical punch with bh = 0.2,
Q0 = 2  107 C/m, P = 1KN/m and C = 105 N/A.
J. Ma et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 51 (2014) 2791–2806 2803Similar to the case of the electric load in Figs. 8 and 9, the increase
of the magnetic load C leads to a signiﬁcant increase of the abso-
lute value of the magnetic induction, but has a minor effect on
the contact stress and electric displacement for both ﬂat and cylin-
drical punches.
Figs. 12 and 13 depict the effect of the gradient index bh on the
in-plane surface MEE ﬁelds of the FGMEEM layered half-plane
under the ﬂat and the cylindrical punch, respectively. For both ﬂat
and cylindrical punches, the gradient index has a signiﬁcantly
effect on the in-plane stress within the contact region (jxj < a)    (a) 
     (b) 
       (c) 































































Fig. 10. Effect of the magnetic load C on the contact stress (a); electric displace-
ment (b); and magnetic induction (c) under the ﬂat punch with bh = 0.2,
C0 = 104 N/A, P = 1 KN/m and Q = 106 C/m.and slight effect on the in-plane electric displacement and mag-
netic induction outside the contact region (jxj > a). Also, the values
of the in-plane electric displacement and magnetic induction are
zero within the contact region. The absolute value of the in-plane
stress within the contact region increases with the increase of
the gradient index. Specially, the in-plane surface MEE ﬁelds,
except the in-plane stress of the cylindrical punch, are singular
and discontinuous at the edges of the contact region. (a) 
 (b) 
   (c) 
































































Fig. 11. Effect of the magnetic load C on the contact stress (a); electric displace-
ment (b); and magnetic induction (c) under the cylindrical punch with bh = 0.2,
C0 = 105 N/A, P = 1 KN/m and Q = 2  107 C/m.
   (a) 
     (b) 
       (c) 






























































Fig. 12. Effect of the gradient index bh on the in-plane contact stress (a); in-plane
electric displacement (b); and in-plane magnetic induction (c) under the ﬂat punch
with P = 1 KN/m, Q = 106 C/m and C = 104 N/A.
  (a) 
 (b) 
  (c) 






























































Fig. 13. Effect of the gradient index bh on the in-plane contact stress (a); in-plane
electric displacement (b); and in-plane magnetic induction (c) under the cylindrical
punch with P = 1 KN/m, Q = 2  107 C/m and C = 105 N/A.
2804 J. Ma et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 51 (2014) 2791–2806From Figs. 4–13, we can observe the singularity and discontinu-
ity of the normal and in-plane surface MEE ﬁelds near the edges of
the contact region. The highly concentrations of the surface MEE
ﬁelds may be important factors to the MEE contact damage of
MEEMs. However, the concentration can be attenuated by adjust-
ing the gradient index of FGMEEMS, and hence the MEE contact
damage may be improved.5. Conclusions
A two-dimensional frictionless contact problem of an FGMEEM
layered half-plane under a rigid electro-magnetic conducting
punch is presented in this paper. The MEE properties of the
FGMEEM layer are assumed to vary exponentially along the thick-
ness direction. The effects of the gradient index and magneto-elec-
tro-mechanical loads on the surface MEE ﬁelds of the FGMEEM
layered half-plane are conducted in detail. Numerical study shows
J. Ma et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 51 (2014) 2791–2806 2805that the gradient index, punch geometry and magneto-electro-
mechanical loads could considerably inﬂuence the contact behav-
ior of FGMEEMs. It is found that:
(1) For the ﬂat punch, the normal surface MEE ﬁelds show a typ-
ical square root singularity at both ends. For the cylindrical
punch, the electric displacement and magnetic induction
are singular at both ends whereas the contact stress is
smooth.
(2) For both ﬂat and cylindrical punches, the gradient index has
a signiﬁcantly effect on the in-plane stress within the con-
tact region and slight effect on the in-plane electric displace-
ment and magnetic induction outside the contact region.
(3) The magneto-electro-mechanical loads have a signiﬁcant
effect on the contact behavior of FGMEEMs.
(4) The distribution of the normal and in-plane surface MEE
ﬁelds can be altered by adjusting the gradient index of
FGMEEMs, which therefore improves the resistance to the
MEE contact damage.
The potential application of the present study is to predict the
Hard Disk Drive behavior during head/disk impacts. On a Hard Disk
Drive the information is stored on a magnetic layer, which consists
of vertical parallel crystals. Possible impacts between the head and
disk could slightly change the crystal orientation and therefore the
crystals cannot be read. Finally, the results obtained in the present
work can also provide very useful information in improving the
resistance to the MEE contact damage and failure at the contact
surface. It may be important for the design and service of MEEMs
in smart devices.
Compared with the computational method, the most attractive
advantage of the present semi-analytical method is its ability to
obtain exact solutions, which can be used as benchmark solutions
for numerical analysis of the contact mechanics of FGMEEMs. The
computational method obtains only the approximate solution of
problems due to its inherent errors. However, the semi-analytic
method also has some disadvantages. It cannot readily handle the
problems with very complex geometries, complex loadings and
complex restraints. These disadvantages will limit the application
of the semi-analytic method to practical engineering problems.Acknowledgments
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Appendix A
The details of R0; . . . ;R8 in Eq. (24) are given as follows
R8 ¼ T1; R7 ¼ 4bT1; R6 ¼ 6b2T1 þ s2T2; R5 ¼ 4b3T1 þ bs2T3;
R4 ¼ b4T1 þ b2s2ðT3 þ T4Þ þ s4T5;
R3 ¼ b3s2 13 T3 þ 2T4
 
þ 2bs4T5;
R2 ¼ b4s2T4 þ b2s4ðT5 þ T6Þ  s6T7; R1 ¼ b3s4T6  bs6T7;
R0 ¼ b2s6c130T8 þ s8c110T8;
whereT1 ¼ c440 c330d2330 2d330e330h330 þ e2330l330 þ h2330e330 þ c330l330e330
 
;
T2 ¼ 2c130c440d2330  2c440d330e310h330  2c130d330h330ðe150 þ e310Þ
 e2150h2330  2e150e310h2330  e2310h2330 þ e2330ðh2150  2h150h310
 h2310  c440l110  c110l330Þ þ e330½2c440d330h310
 2c130d330h150 þ h310 þ 2c440d110h330 þ 2c110d330h330
þ 2e150h150h330 þ 2e310h150h330 þ 2e150h310h330 þ 2e310h310h330
þ 2 c440e310l330 þ 2c130l330ðe150 þ e310Þ  c440e110h2330
þ 2c440h310e330h330  c110e330h2330 þ 2c130½ðh150 þ h310Þh330
þ c440l330e330 þ c2130ðl330e330  d2330Þ þ c330fðe150 þ e310Þ
 ½2d330 h150ð þ h310Þ  l330  ðe150 þ e310Þ  ðh150 þ h310Þ2e330
þ c440ð2d110d330  l330e110  l110e330Þ þ c110ðl330e330  d2330Þg;
T3 ¼ 3fe2330h2150  2c440d330e330h310  2h150h310e2330  e2330h2310
 2c440d330e310h330 þ 2c440d110e330h330 þ 2c110d330e330h330
þ 2e150h150e330h330 þ 2e310h150e330h330 þ 2e150h330e330h310
þ 2e310h310e330h330  e2150h2330  2e150e310h2330  e2310h2330
 c440l110e2330 þ 2c440e330e310l330  c110l330e2330  c440e110h2330
þ 2c440h330h310e330  c110e330h2330 þ c2130ðl330e330  d2330Þ
þ 2c130½d330ðc440d330 þ e330ðh150 þ h310Þ þ h330ðe150 þ e310ÞÞ
þ ðe150 þ e310Þe330l330 þ ððh150 þ h310Þh330 þ c440l330Þe330
þ c330½ðe150 þ e310Þð2d330ðh150 þ h310Þ  l330ðe150 þ e310ÞÞ
 ðh150 þ h310Þ2e330 þ c440ð2d110d330  l330e110  l110e330Þ
þ c110ðl330e330  d2330Þg;
T4 ¼ c440d330e330h310  e2330h150h310  c440d330e310h330
þ e310h150e330h330 þ e150h310e330h330  e150e310h2330
þ c440e330e310l330 þ c440h330h310e330 þ c330ðh150d330e310
þ h310d330e150  e310l330e150  h310e330h150Þ þ c130ðd2330c440
 h150d330e330  h330d330e150 þ e330l330e150 þ h330e330h150
þ c440l330e330Þ;
T5 ¼ c440ð2h310d110e330  2h330e110h310 þ h2310e330Þ
þ 2e150ðh310h150e330  h330e150h310 þ h2310e330Þ þ e310
 ½2h150ðh150e330  e330h310 þ h330e150Þ þ 2c440ðd330h310
þ d110h330  e330l110Þ  2h310h330e150 þ e2310ð2h150h330
þ c440l330Þ þ c110½d330ðc440d330  2e330h150  2h330e150Þ
þ e330ð2d110h330 þ e330l110 þ 2l330e150Þ þ h2330e110
þ 2h330e330h150 þ c440l330e330 þ c2130ð2d110d330  l330e110
 l110  e330Þ þ 2c130fd330ð2c440d110 þ 2e150h150 þ e310h150
þ e150h310Þ  e330½h150ðh150 þ h310Þ þ c440l110 þ d110ðe330h150
þ e330h310 þ e150h330 þ e310h330Þ  ðe150 þ e310Þðe330l110
þ e150l330Þ  e110ðh330h150 þ h330h310 þ c440l330Þg þ c330fðe150
þ e310Þ½2d110ðh150 þ h310Þ þ l110ðe150 þ e310Þ þ ðh150 þ h310Þ2
 e110 þ c440ðd2110 þ l110e110Þ þ c110ð2d110d330 þ l330e110
þ l110e330Þg;
2806 J. Ma et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 51 (2014) 2791–2806T6 ¼ e310e330h2150 þ c440d110e330h310 þ e150e330h150h310
þ c440d110e310h330 þ e150e310h150h330  e2150h310h330
 c440ðe310e330l110 þ h310h330e110Þ þ c330½d110ðe310h150
þ e150h310Þ þ e310e150l110 þ h310h150e110 þ c130½2d330ðc440d110
þ e150h150Þ þ d110ðe330h150 þ e150h330Þ  e150ðe330l110
þ e150l330Þ  e110ðh150h330 þ c440l330Þ  e330ðh2150 þ c440l110Þ;
T7 ¼ e2310h2150 þ e2150h2310  2e310h310ðc440d110 þ e150h150Þ
þ c440ðe2310l110 þ h2310e110Þ þ c2130ðd2110  e110l110Þ
þ 2c130½d110ð2e150h150 þ e310h150 þ e150h310Þ  e150l110ðe310
þ e150Þ  h150e110ðh310 þ h150Þ þ c440ðd2110  e110l110Þ
þ c110½c330d2110  2d330ðc440d110 þ e150h150Þ  2d110ðe330h150
þ e150h330Þ þ 2e150e330l110 þ e2150l330 þ e110ð2h150h330
þ c330l110 þ c440l330Þ þ e330ðh2150 þ c440l110Þ;
T8 ¼ c440d2110  2d110e150h150 þ e2150l110 þ h2150e110 þ c440l110e110:References
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